
The
Eco-Handheld

Kids Toilet

"The must-have
parenting

product of 2021" Unisex
Design

for privacy 
 + comfort

Eco-friendly
high-grade

silicone

100%
Leakproof

and
compact

250ml
capacity

(up to
8 yrs old)

On the go
mess free

toilet
solution 

"Game
changer for 

potty
training"



Hello!  
Thank-you so much for your Whizzer™ purchase! 

 
I'm Zoë. I designed the Whizzer™ when my son was a

 toddler with a constant need for the loo! 
Things haven't changed except he's got bigger and 

my parenting problem is still shared by many. 
That's why I've worked super hard, against the odds 

to make my invention a reality. 
It's time for parents to have one less stress when they're

on the go. So whether you're just starting out on the
toilet training journey or you've got big kids, we are on a
mission to make sure parents feel less embarrassed and  

more in control of this basic human need. 
The Whizzer has already become a must-pack item

thanks to the growing online community of Kiddiwhizz
supporters spreading the Whizzer word! 

We're so grateful for each and every purchase and we
hope the Whizzer becomes a trusted companion to your

child on all your family adventures.  
 Hugs,

Zoë and Mayson 
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B) then 
the 

spout 
and 
bag 

Ensure 
the the 
highest 

part is at 
the front 

as a 
privacy 
shield.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS
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Once you open 
the box your 
whizzer will 
look like this.

Everything you 
need is inside.

Peel the lid off 
(no screwing 

needed).

A) Remove the 
white stability 
ring with the 

attached funnel 

The raised bumps on the 
spout fit into the holes in 
the stability ring. Ensure 
they’re lined up/secure 

before use.
(it gets quicker with 

practice)

The spout 
scoops down 

 to fit 
underneath 

the body. 
Test at home 
with the child 

to find a 
comfortable 

position.

Once used, 
remove the 

spout, stability 
ring and funnel 
 in one to empty 

immediately. 
Revert steps 

back to state 1. 
 Or pinch the spout off to replace 

with the lid and put both parts in 
the bag to empty later. 

Tip: 
Keep a few 

tissues/wipes 
in the bag 



 
Using your Whizzer 

Only remove the white stability ring and funnel for
cleaning (this is what ensures it is leakproof)
Check that the spout is slotted into the holes at the top
of the stability ring properly.
 We suggest testing it at home first, to get the hang of
using it where your child is most comfortable.  

 
Whizzer care instructions 

Please check the box 
or website for more 
instructions, support 
and even a fairytale 

for potty training. You 
should have all these 

pieces plus a bag 
inside the box. 

 

Use the bag to carry all the pieces in with a tissue or  
 wipe for cleaning on the go. 
Empty and clean the Whizzer as soon as you can.
Do not use any abrasive scrubbing brushes.
A soft sponge and  liquid or soap is sufficient. 
Soak overnight in gentle cleaning fluid for a deep clean.
Spare parts can be purchased separately. 
Check the website for tips and FAQs

We use high-grade food quality silicone so with the right 
care the Whizzer should last for years of adventures! 



For more information or support:
www.kiddiwhizz.com

Contact us directly:
hello@kiddiwhizz.com 

To follow us:
@kiddiwhizz 

 "We never 
leave the 

house without 
our Whizzer!" 

 More colours, sizes and
add-ons coming soon! 

 Happy customer? 
We'd love you to leave us a review! 
It's so helpful for fellow parents and 

such a small business boost! 

 Check out
 our free 

downloadable 
potty training 

fairytale 
online


